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O C T O B E R  S T A T I S T I C S

City of Calgary, November 1, 
2023 - October sales activity 
slowed over the last month in 
alignment with typical seasonal 
patterns. However, with 2,171 
sales, levels were 17 per cent 
higher than last year and amongst 
the highest levels reported for 
October. Sales activity has been 
boosted mainly through gains in 
apartment condominium sales 
as consumers seek affordable 
housing options during this 
period of high-interest rates.  
New listings also improved this 
month compared to last year, 
reaching 2,684 units, reflecting 
the highest October levels 
reported since 2015. Despite 
the gain, relatively strong sales 
prevented any significant shift in 
inventory levels, which remain 
over 40 per cent lower than levels 
traditionally available in October. 
“Despite some recent 

improvements in new listings, 
supply levels remain challenging 
in our market,” said CREB® Chief 
Economist Ann-Marie Lurie. It 
will take some time to see a shift 
toward more balanced conditions 
and ultimately more price stability.” 
With a months of supply of one 
and a half months, we continue 
to experience upward pressure 
on home prices. The unadjusted 
benchmark price in October 
reached $571,600, a gain over 
last month and nearly 10 per cent 
higher than last October.

Price gains 
continue in 
Calgary’s 
real estate 
market as 
inventory 
remains low

DETACHED

976TOTAL 
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BENCHMARK PRICE

12% $697,600

INVENTORY 1,584
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DETACHED

Both sales and new listings improved over 
levels reported last October. However, 
with 1,302 new listings this month and 
976 sales, inventory levels slowed over 
the last month. Inventory levels remain 
the lowest ever reported for October. 
Inventory levels have declined for all homes 
priced below $700,000, leaving conditions 
exceptionally tight for lower-priced homes. 
The only area where conditions are not 
as tight as last year is for homes priced 
above $1,000,000, where the months-
of-supply has risen to 4.3 months. 
Persistently tight conditions continue 
to cause further price gains in the 
detached market. As of October, the 
unadjusted benchmark price reached  
$697,600, a slight increase over last month 
and 12 per cent higher than last October. 
Prices trended up over the last month 
across every district except the South 
East. Year-to-date benchmark prices have 
increased the most in the North East and 
East districts.
SEMI DETACHED

New listings in October improved over the 
low levels reported last year. However, with 
235 new listings and 179 sales, the sales 
to new listings ratio remained relatively 
high at 76 per cent, preventing any 
significant change in the inventory levels. 
Inventory levels are nearly half the levels 
traditionally seen in October and have 
not been this low since October 2005. 
Persistently tight conditions have continued 
to support price growth. In October, the 
unadjusted benchmark price increased 
over the last month, reaching $628,700, a 
year-over-year gain of 13 per cent. Prices 
trended up over September across most 
districts, with the most significant monthly 

gain occurring in the City Centre district. 
Like the detached sector year-to-date, the 
highest price growth has happened in the 
most affordable districts of the North East 
and East.

ROW

The 420 new listings this month were 
met with 375 sales, keeping the sales-to-
new listings ratio high at 89 per cent and 
preventing a significant shift in inventory 
levels. Row inventory levels have not 
been this low since October 2005. At 
the same time, October sales reached 
a record high for the month, keeping 
the months of supply low at one month.  
The persistently tight market conditions 
have supported further gains in prices 
this month. In October, the unadjusted 

benchmark price reached $425,200, a 
monthly gain of over one per cent and 
nearly 19 per cent higher than last October. 
Prices have risen across most districts, 
but this month, the largest monthly gain 
occurred in the City Centre, which has 
also seen the lowest YTD price growth 
compared to the other districts.

APARTMENT

Record high sales in October were 
possible thanks to the steep gain in new 
listings.   However, with 727 new listings 
and 641 sales, the sales to new listings 
ratio remained high at 88 per cent, and 
inventories continued to trend down. The 
decline in inventory levels has been driven 
mostly by condos priced below $300,000, 
which now represent only 38 per cent of 
all inventory, a significant decline compared 
to the 53 per cent reported last year. 
Persistent seller market conditions have 
driven much of the recent gains in prices. 
The unadjusted October benchmark price 
reached $316,600 in October, a monthly 
gain of over one per cent and a year-over-
year increase of 16 per cent. Year-to-date 
price gains have occurred across every 
district in the city, with some of the largest 
gains arising in the lower-priced North East 
and East districts.

HOUSING MARKET FACTS
New Listings

New Listings

Detached Semi-Detached Row Apartment

October 2023

City of Calgary Monthly Statistics

October 2023

Y/Y% Ratio Actual Y/Y% Actual Y/Y%
Sales Inventory S/NL Months of Supply Benchmark Price

Actual Y/Y% Actual Y/Y% Actual
-19% 75% 1.62 -22% $697,600 12%Detached 976 4% 1,302 13% 1,584
-15% 76% 1.59 -25% $628,700 13%Semi 179 13% 235 26% 285
-20% 89% 0.99 -32% $425,200 19%Row 375 17% 420 39% 373

$571,600 10%Total Residential 2,171 17% 2,684 24% 3,190
-17% 88% 1.48 -43% $316,600 16%Apartment 641 47% 727 37% 948

Year-to-Date
Sales Inventory S/NL Months of Supply

-18% 81% 1.47 -30%

October 2023

$600,340 6%
1.35 -11%

Benchmark Price
Actual Y/Y% Actual Y/Y% Actual Y/Y% Ratio Actual Y/Y% Actual Y/Y%

7%
-18%

Detached 11,315 -21% 14,768 -26% 1,523 -30% 77% $671,250

-40% 87% 0.94 -30% $393,390 12%Row 4,040 -14% 4,620 -19% 381
Semi 1,995 -13% 2,470 -20% 264 -28% 81% 1.32

-22% 80% 1.44 -39% $298,300 12%Apartment 6,926 27% 8,666 14% 1,000
-29% 80% 1.30 -22% $554,090 5%Total Residential 24,276 -9% 30,524 -16% 3,167

Both sales and new listings 
improved over levels reported 
last October. However, with 1,302 
new listings this month and 976 
sales, inventory levels slowed 
over the last month. Inventory 
levels remain the lowest ever 
reported for October. Inventory 
levels have declined for all homes 
priced below $700,000, leaving 
conditions exceptionally tight for 
lower-priced homes. The only 
area where conditions are not as 
tight as last year is for homes 
priced above $1,000,000, where 
the months-of-supply has risen to 
4.3 months.
Persistently tight conditions 
continue to cause further price 
gains in the detached market. As 
of October, the unadjusted 
benchmark price reached 
$697,600, a slight increase over 
last month and 12 per cent higher 
than last October. Prices trended 
up over the last month across 
every district except the South 
East. Year-to-date benchmark 
prices have increased the most in 
the North East and East districts.

New listings in October 
improved over the low levels 
reported last year. However, with 
235 new listings and 179 sales, 
the sales to new listings ratio 
remained relatively high at 76 
per cent, preventing any 
significant change in the 
inventory levels. Inventory levels 
are nearly half the levels 
traditionally seen in October and 
have not been this low since 
October 2005.
Persistently tight conditions have 
continued to support price 
growth. In October, the 
unadjusted benchmark price 
increased over the last month, 
reaching $628,700, a year-over-
year gain of 13 per cent. Prices 
trended up over September 
across most districts, with the 
most significant monthly gain 
occurring in the City Centre 
district. Like the detached sector 
year-to-date, the highest price 
growth has happened in the 
most affordable districts of the 
North East and East.

The 420 new listings this month 
were met with 375 sales, 
keeping the sales-to-new 
listings ratio high at 89 per cent 
and preventing a significant 
shift in inventory levels. Row 
inventory levels have not been 
this low since October 2005. At 
the same time, October sales 
reached a record high for the 
month, keeping the months of 
supply low at one month. 
The persistently tight market 
conditions have supported 
further gains in prices this 
month. In October, the 
unadjusted benchmark price 
reached $425,200, a monthly 
gain of over one per cent and 
nearly 19 per cent higher than 
last October. Prices have risen 
across most districts, but this 
month, the largest monthly gain 
occurred in the City Centre, 
which has also seen the lowest 
YTD price growth compared to 
the other districts.

Record high sales in October 
were possible thanks to the 
steep gain in new listings.   
However, with 727 new listings 
and 641 sales, the sales to new 
listings ratio remained high at 
88 per cent, and inventories 
continued to trend down. The 
decline in inventory levels has 
been driven mostly by condos 
priced below $300,000, which 
now represent only 38 per cent 
of all inventory, a significant 
decline compared to the 53 per 
cent reported last year.
Persistent seller market 
conditions have driven much of 
the recent gains in prices. The 
unadjusted October benchmark 
price reached $316,600 in 
October, a monthly gain of over 
one per cent and a year-over-
year increase of 16 per cent. 
Year-to-date price gains have 
occurred across every district in 
the city, with some of the 
largest gains arising in the 
lower-priced North East and 
East districts.

City of Calgary
Total Residential

 Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
2022 01/01/22 02/01/22 03/01/22 04/01/22 05/01/22 06/01/22 07/01/22 08/01/22 09/01/22 10/01/22 11/01/22 12/01/22
Sales 2,004 3,293 4,091 3,399 3,063 2,837 2,249 2,133 1,893 1,855 1,642 1,200
New Listings 2,474 4,651 5,492 4,585 4,297 4,055 3,178 2,718 2,624 2,169 1,611 1,031
Inventory 2,628 3,608 4,390 4,875 5,215 5,407 5,346 4,786 4,463 3,888 3,115 2,219
Days on Market 44 25 20 22 25 27 31 35 39 40 40 46
Benchmark Price 492,900 520,300 534,700 541,600 543,000 540,900 537,200 528,900 524,700 521,200 517,300 516,200
Median Price 467,000 520,000 501,000 491,000 479,000 465,000 440,000 438,400 460,000 460,000 445,000 451,750
Average Price 511,944 547,868 537,853 532,310 519,911 517,673 491,452 485,173 497,867 509,710 490,293 495,605
Index 229 242 249 252 253 252 250 246 244 242 241 240
2023 01/01/23 02/01/23 03/01/23 04/01/23 05/01/23 06/01/23 07/01/23 08/01/23 09/01/23 10/01/23 11/01/23 12/01/23
Sales 1,198 1,738 2,424 2,686 3,117 3,140 2,644 2,720 2,438 2,171
New Listings 1,852 2,386 3,314 3,132 3,650 3,939 3,247 3,129 3,191 2,684
Inventory 2,451 2,746 3,234 3,234 3,214 3,469 3,498 3,263 3,371 3,190
Days on Market 42 33 27 24 24 22 23 25 25 27
Benchmark Price 520,100 530,500 539,100 549,200 557,000 564,700 567,700 570,700 570,300 571,600
Median Price 465,000 460,000 485,500 500,940 507,000 510,000 493,250 487,000 504,950 495,000
Average Price 508,515 506,823 535,903 548,585 552,428 552,122 539,730 522,639 549,293 545,746
Index 242 247 251 255 259 263 264 265 265 266

Oct-22 Oct-23  YTD 2022  YTD 2023
CALGARY TOTAL SALES 10/01/22 10/01/23 10/01/22 10/01/23
<$100,000 1 - 17 5
$100,000 - $149,999 18 2 300 127
$150,000 - $199,999 96 52 1,256 804  
$200,000 -$ 249,999 163 141 2,027 1,785
$250,000 - $299,999 153 196 1,874 2,208
$300,000 - $349,999 161 191 2,139 1,905
$350,000 - $399,999 177 143 2,360 1,865
$400,000 - $449,999 135 197 2,184 1,844
$450,000 - $499,999 144 178 2,213 1,777
$500,000 - $549,999 154 176 2,135 2,023
$550,000 - $599,999 148 152 2,146 1,763
$600,000 - $649,999 110 167 1,747 1,660
$650,000 - $699,999 76 130 1,511 1,425
$700,000 - $749,999 70 111 1,105 1,130
$750,000 - $799,999 48 70 885 893
$800,000 - $849,999 39 54 637 655
$850,000 - $899,999 33 53 538 511
$900,000 - $949,999 18 15 320 291
$950,000 - $999,999 16 27 255 324
$1,000,000 - $1,299,999 46 60 643 679
$1,300,000 - $1,499,999 15 16 199 216
$1,500,000 - $1,999,999 24 24 205 238
$2,000,000 + 10 16 121 148

1,855 2,171 26,817 24,276
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